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ENERGY SLATEENERGY SLATE
A HistoryA History

 Planned: Spring 2005Planned: Spring 2005
 Initiated: Fall 2005Initiated: Fall 2005

–– Global Warming          --Peak OilGlobal Warming          --Peak Oil
–– Energy PolicyEnergy Policy             --Nuclear Energy            --Nuclear Energy

 Concluded : Spring 2006Concluded : Spring 2006
 Subsequent Events:Subsequent Events:

–– $ 78 per barrel oil/ $3.50 per gal gasoline$ 78 per barrel oil/ $3.50 per gal gasoline
–– Increasing evidence for Global WarmingIncreasing evidence for Global Warming
–– Intensifying Shiite/Sunni hostilitiesIntensifying Shiite/Sunni hostilities
–– California policy on Global WarmingCalifornia policy on Global Warming
–– Proposition 87Proposition 87



FRAMING THE SLATE DISCUSSIONSFRAMING THE SLATE DISCUSSIONS

 Points of viewPoints of view
–– 1) Residents of California1) Residents of California
–– 2) Citizens of the United States2) Citizens of the United States
–– 3) Inhabitants of the Earth3) Inhabitants of the Earth

 Time framesTime frames
–– 20102010
–– 20152015
–– 20252025
–– ““ForeverForever”—”—2050 and beyond2050 and beyond
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SUMMARY OF ISSUESSUMMARY OF ISSUES

 By using so much fossil fuel are we making theBy using so much fossil fuel are we making the
Earth an unfit place for life?Earth an unfit place for life?

 Is the world running out of oil?Is the world running out of oil?
 Is our nation endangered by our dependence onIs our nation endangered by our dependence on

imported oil?imported oil?
 How will global demographic and economic trendsHow will global demographic and economic trends

affect our energy future?affect our energy future?
 How will energy supply choices affect theHow will energy supply choices affect the

availability of supplies of water and food?availability of supplies of water and food?
 How might our How might our ““American LifestyleAmerican Lifestyle”” be affected? be affected?



Global WarmingGlobal Warming

Dennis SilvermanDennis Silverman
Physics and AstronomyPhysics and Astronomy

U C IrvineU C Irvine



Definitive Evidence of Rapid 1.2° F
Temperature Rise over the Last Century



Carbon Dioxide
concentrations are
low in glacial
periods and higher
in warmer
interglacial periods

However,
concentrations
now are higher
than at any time in
the last 450,000
years.

In the insert is the
dramatic growth
over the last 50
years.



Temperature and CO2 CorrelationTemperature and CO2 Correlation



The last 160,000The last 160,000
years (from iceyears (from ice
cores) and thecores) and the
next 100 years:next 100 years:

temperature (red)temperature (red)
tracks COtracks CO22 (green). (green).
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Adding Climate Model Projections
for the next hundred years





 Global Warming Effects Global Warming Effects
 Predicted Global Warming of 5Predicted Global Warming of 5°F will affect everyone in°F will affect everyone in

most structural aspects of society and in their costs.most structural aspects of society and in their costs.
 We donWe don’’t realize how our present housing, business, andt realize how our present housing, business, and

supply nets are closely adapted to our current climates.supply nets are closely adapted to our current climates.
 The major increase in temperature and climate effectsThe major increase in temperature and climate effects

such as rainfall, drought, floods, storms, and watersuch as rainfall, drought, floods, storms, and water
supply, will affect farming, year round water supplies,supply, will affect farming, year round water supplies,
household and business heating and cooling energy.household and business heating and cooling energy.
These may require large and costly modifications.These may require large and costly modifications.

 Some cold areas may benefit, and some hot areas willSome cold areas may benefit, and some hot areas will
become become unfarmableunfarmable and costly to inhabit. and costly to inhabit.

 Recent projection: US agriculture up 4%, CA down 15%.Recent projection: US agriculture up 4%, CA down 15%.
 It is very misleading to portray the problem as a purelyIt is very misleading to portray the problem as a purely

environmentalist issue which affects only polar bears, aenvironmentalist issue which affects only polar bears, a
few Pacific islanders, and butterfliesfew Pacific islanders, and butterflies..



Greenhouse Gases and the Kyoto TreatyGreenhouse Gases and the Kyoto Treaty

 The treaty went into effect in Feb. 2005 to reduceThe treaty went into effect in Feb. 2005 to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions of developed countries to 5%greenhouse gas emissions of developed countries to 5%
below their 1990 level.below their 1990 level.

 The U.S., as the largest CO2 emitter in 1990 (36%), willThe U.S., as the largest CO2 emitter in 1990 (36%), will
not participate because it would hurt the economy, harmnot participate because it would hurt the economy, harm
domestic coal production, and cost jobs.domestic coal production, and cost jobs.

 China has signed the protocol, but as a developingChina has signed the protocol, but as a developing
country, it does not have to reduce emissions.country, it does not have to reduce emissions.

 ( In China( In China’’s defense, it only has ¼ the emissions of thes defense, it only has ¼ the emissions of the
US per capita, some of which is used to make productsUS per capita, some of which is used to make products
for export, it has significantly lowered its birth rate, it isfor export, it has significantly lowered its birth rate, it is
planning a massive nuclear reactor program, and onlyplanning a massive nuclear reactor program, and only
has one private car per hundred inhabitants.)has one private car per hundred inhabitants.)



Comparative World CO2 EmissionsComparative World CO2 Emissions



Global Warming ScenarioGlobal Warming Scenario

 Greenhouse gases: COGreenhouse gases: CO22 , methane, and nitrous , methane, and nitrous
oxideoxide

 Already heat world to average 60° F, rather thanAlready heat world to average 60° F, rather than
0° F without an atmosphere0° F without an atmosphere

 The present radiation imbalance will causeThe present radiation imbalance will cause
another 1another 1° F heating by 2050, even without more° F heating by 2050, even without more
greenhouse gas emissions.greenhouse gas emissions.

 Recent cleaning of air is causing the earthRecent cleaning of air is causing the earth’’ss
surface to be hotter and brighter.surface to be hotter and brighter.

 Stabilizing the amount of Stabilizing the amount of COCO2 2 would require awould require a
reduction to only 5% to 10% of present fossil fuelreduction to only 5% to 10% of present fossil fuel
emissionsemissions



Effects of the Doubling of COEffects of the Doubling of CO22

 Doubling of Doubling of CO2CO2  projected by end of century, causing ~projected by end of century, causing ~
approximately a 5° F increase in average temperatureapproximately a 5° F increase in average temperature
(most rapid change in over 10,000 years)(most rapid change in over 10,000 years)
–– ~1.5 foot maximum sea level rise~1.5 foot maximum sea level rise
–– More storms and fiercer ones as illustrated by Atlantic hurricanesMore storms and fiercer ones as illustrated by Atlantic hurricanes

last year with 10° hotter Caribbean sea temperatureslast year with 10° hotter Caribbean sea temperatures
–– Loss of coral reefsLoss of coral reefs
–– Increase in tropical diseases since no winter coolness to killIncrease in tropical diseases since no winter coolness to kill

insectsinsects
–– 25% decline in species that cannot shift range25% decline in species that cannot shift range
–– Warming expected to be greater over landWarming expected to be greater over land
–– Hot areas expect greater evaporation from hotter winds causingHot areas expect greater evaporation from hotter winds causing

droughtdrought
–– In the past, half of produced carbon has gone into storage as inIn the past, half of produced carbon has gone into storage as in

the oceans.the oceans.
–– Heating of the surface ocean layer could stop ocean mixing andHeating of the surface ocean layer could stop ocean mixing and

absorption into lower layers, thus shutting off carbon absorption.absorption into lower layers, thus shutting off carbon absorption.



Global Warming EffectsGlobal Warming Effects

 Global Warming is an average measureGlobal Warming is an average measure
 Local warming or climate fluctuations can be veryLocal warming or climate fluctuations can be very

significantsignificant
 Arctic is 5° warmerArctic is 5° warmer

–– Ice cap is ½ the thickness of 30 years agoIce cap is ½ the thickness of 30 years ago
 Antarctic is 5° warmerAntarctic is 5° warmer

–– Ice shelves over the sea are melting and breaking offIce shelves over the sea are melting and breaking off
and may allow the 10,000 foot thick ice sheet overand may allow the 10,000 foot thick ice sheet over
Antarctica to slide off the continent fasterAntarctica to slide off the continent faster

–– This would cause a sea level riseThis would cause a sea level rise
 Rainfall is hard to predict.  It could be increased orRainfall is hard to predict.  It could be increased or

decreased.decreased.
 Drought can partly be caused by increased evaporationDrought can partly be caused by increased evaporation

at the higher temperature.at the higher temperature.



Global Warming effects in CaliforniaGlobal Warming effects in California
 Summer temperatures rise by 4-8Summer temperatures rise by 4-8° F by 2100 for° F by 2100 for

low emission scenario: 8-15° F for higherlow emission scenario: 8-15° F for higher
emissions.emissions.

 Heat waves will be more common, more intense,Heat waves will be more common, more intense,
and last longer.and last longer.

 Spring Spring snowpackssnowpacks in the Sierra could decline by in the Sierra could decline by
70-90%, as winters will be warmer.70-90%, as winters will be warmer.

 Agriculture, including wine and dairy, could beAgriculture, including wine and dairy, could be
affected by water shortages and higheraffected by water shortages and higher
temperatures.temperatures.

 More forest fires.More forest fires.
 Tree rings show that in eras of global warming,Tree rings show that in eras of global warming,

megadroughtsmegadroughts of decades hit the southwest US. of decades hit the southwest US.



Global Warming effects in CaliforniaGlobal Warming effects in California
 Summer temperatures rise by 4-8Summer temperatures rise by 4-8° F by 2100 for° F by 2100 for

low emission scenario: 8-15° F for higherlow emission scenario: 8-15° F for higher
emissions.emissions.

 Heat waves will be more common, more intense,Heat waves will be more common, more intense,
and last longer.and last longer.

 Spring Spring snowpackssnowpacks in the Sierra could decline by in the Sierra could decline by
70-90%, as winters will be warmer.70-90%, as winters will be warmer.

 Agriculture, including wine and dairy, could beAgriculture, including wine and dairy, could be
affected by water shortages and higheraffected by water shortages and higher
temperatures.temperatures.

 More forest fires.More forest fires.
 Tree rings show that in eras of global warming,Tree rings show that in eras of global warming,

megadroughtsmegadroughts of decades hit the southwest US. of decades hit the southwest US.







CO2 Effects to Increase Over CenturiesCO2 Effects to Increase Over Centuries



GLOBAL WARMINGGLOBAL WARMING

 Yes, the use of fossil fuels is profoundlyYes, the use of fossil fuels is profoundly
changing the temperature of our livingchanging the temperature of our living
spaces.spaces.

 What is likely to happen as a result?What is likely to happen as a result?
–– Some change now appears to be inevitable:Some change now appears to be inevitable:

adjust lifestyle to accommodate to thenadjust lifestyle to accommodate to then
–– Some change now appears to be preventable:Some change now appears to be preventable:

adjust lifestyle & use more benign energyadjust lifestyle & use more benign energy
technologies---the sooner the better!technologies---the sooner the better!



PEAK OILPEAK OIL

John BushJohn Bush



PEAK OILPEAK OIL

 Is the world running out of oil?-- YesIs the world running out of oil?-- Yes
 How near is the peak in global oilHow near is the peak in global oil

production?production?——ControversialControversial
 What happens after the peak?What happens after the peak?——WithoutWithout

replacement technologies, society as we know itreplacement technologies, society as we know it
will collapse.will collapse.

 What can we do to  delay/avert social collapse?What can we do to  delay/avert social collapse?
–– Alter lifestyles to conserve oilAlter lifestyles to conserve oil
–– Develop replacement technologiesDevelop replacement technologies

 Do we have enough time?Do we have enough time?——Yes, probablyYes, probably



HUBBERTHUBBERT’’S PEAKS PEAK



WORLDWORLD’’S PEAK?S PEAK?



SOME OIL MENSOME OIL MEN’’S VIEWSS VIEWS

 HubbertHubbert’’ss Model could be applied to the Model could be applied to the
United States but not to the WorldUnited States but not to the World

 New technology will lead to majorNew technology will lead to major
discoveriesdiscoveries

 Globally there is the potential to supply oil atGlobally there is the potential to supply oil at
the present rate for 140 yearsthe present rate for 140 years



RECENT DEVELOPMENTSRECENT DEVELOPMENTS

  US reserves increased 1.8% last year US reserves increased 1.8% last year
 There have been major finds in the deepThere have been major finds in the deep

waters of the Gulfwaters of the Gulf
 MexicoMexico’’s reserves have declined 15% sinces reserves have declined 15% since

20002000



DO WE HAVE TIME TO ACT?DO WE HAVE TIME TO ACT?

 Oil production will peak between now and 2070Oil production will peak between now and 2070
 From small scale demonstration to widespreadFrom small scale demonstration to widespread

commercialization of energy technologies maycommercialization of energy technologies may
ordinarily take 20 to 50 yearsordinarily take 20 to 50 years

 Fossil energy conversion facilities have anFossil energy conversion facilities have an
average productive life of about 30 yearsaverage productive life of about 30 years

 Conclude we will need to demonstrate theConclude we will need to demonstrate the
economic feasibility of technologies in the nexteconomic feasibility of technologies in the next
10 to 20 years to have them widely available by10 to 20 years to have them widely available by
the time oil production peaksthe time oil production peaks



NATIONAL SECURITYNATIONAL SECURITY

     George Hume     George Hume



NATIONAL SECURITYNATIONAL SECURITY

 Is our military security endangered?Is our military security endangered?——NoNo
 Is our economic security endangered?Is our economic security endangered?——YesYes

–– Major increase in competition for energy resourcesMajor increase in competition for energy resources
–– Energy supplies sensitive to regional instabilityEnergy supplies sensitive to regional instability

 Are our foreign policy choices constrained?Are our foreign policy choices constrained?——YesYes
 Can we become independent of imports?Can we become independent of imports?

–– Theoretically yes but at an unacceptable costTheoretically yes but at an unacceptable cost
–– Practically not until we deploy economically acceptablePractically not until we deploy economically acceptable

alternatives to oil.alternatives to oil.
 Energy independence is a myth at least in the nextEnergy independence is a myth at least in the next

10 to 20 years.10 to 20 years.





GLOBAL POPULATION/ECONOMICGLOBAL POPULATION/ECONOMIC
GROWTHGROWTH

    Stephen     Stephen JeckovichJeckovich



GLOBAL POPULATION/ECONOMICGLOBAL POPULATION/ECONOMIC
GROWTHGROWTH

 Can an economic model based on US practice beCan an economic model based on US practice be
applied globally?applied globally?——NoNo

 Is the US model being adopted by relatively poorIs the US model being adopted by relatively poor
countries with large populations?--Yescountries with large populations?--Yes

 How are the economic aspiration of three quartersHow are the economic aspiration of three quarters
of the worlds people going to be met?of the worlds people going to be met?——With onlyWith only
the technical alternatives now available they wonthe technical alternatives now available they won’’tt
be.be.

 What if suitable alternatives are not deployed?-AWhat if suitable alternatives are not deployed?-A
grim futuregrim future



WATER & FOOD SCARCITYWATER & FOOD SCARCITY

Carolyn Carolyn KimmeKimme Smith Smith



WATER & FOOD SCARCITYWATER & FOOD SCARCITY

 Can intensive agriculture as practiced in the USCan intensive agriculture as practiced in the US
provide adequate food for the growing globalprovide adequate food for the growing global
population?population?——Not without some new form ofNot without some new form of
energy technologyenergy technology

 Can agriculture meet both the food and energyCan agriculture meet both the food and energy
requirements of the growing worldrequirements of the growing world
population?population?——Probably notProbably not

 Will there be enough clean, fresh water for theWill there be enough clean, fresh water for the
growing world population?growing world population?——Not without some newNot without some new
form of energy technologyform of energy technology



CURRENT WATER NEEDS ANDCURRENT WATER NEEDS AND
USESUSES

 Southern California water usage: 66% for homes,Southern California water usage: 66% for homes,
34% for agriculture.34% for agriculture.

 In single homes, 35% is for outdoor irrigation.In single homes, 35% is for outdoor irrigation.
 On average, 400 gallons used per household.On average, 400 gallons used per household.

Seasonal difference: 519-268 gallonsSeasonal difference: 519-268 gallons
 Central Valley uses 70% for agriculture.Central Valley uses 70% for agriculture.
 LADWP has 670,000 hookups for 3.8 millionLADWP has 670,000 hookups for 3.8 million

people.people.
 HydoelectricHydoelectric power is 20% of state power is 20% of state’’s total.s total.



EFFECTS OF GLOBAL WARMINGEFFECTS OF GLOBAL WARMING

 Expected population gains in CA of 50% by 2020,Expected population gains in CA of 50% by 2020,
even with no global warming.even with no global warming.

 This will result in a 36% increase in urban waterThis will result in a 36% increase in urban water
use, similar to severe drought. (5.1 use, similar to severe drought. (5.1 mafmaf  vrsvrs
6.2maf)6.2maf)

 By 2098, water storage decreased by 7%, due toBy 2098, water storage decreased by 7%, due to
smaller snow pack, will decrease energysmaller snow pack, will decrease energy
generated by 12%.generated by 12%.



EFFECTS OF GLOBAL WARMINGEFFECTS OF GLOBAL WARMING

 The snow pack accounts for one third of CA waterThe snow pack accounts for one third of CA water
storage.storage.

 By 2089, 10 to 30% of the snow pack will be left.By 2089, 10 to 30% of the snow pack will be left.
 We can expect the same amount of  precipitation,We can expect the same amount of  precipitation,

just as rain, not snow.just as rain, not snow.
 We will need to replace hydroelectric power inWe will need to replace hydroelectric power in

order to use water for homes, agriculture.order to use water for homes, agriculture.



NATIONAL AND WORLD WATERNATIONAL AND WORLD WATER

 Rainfall patterns are expected to be disrupted.Rainfall patterns are expected to be disrupted.
Reservoirs and hydroelectric plants may no longerReservoirs and hydroelectric plants may no longer
be located where needed.be located where needed.

 Less arable land, less agriculture water, less food,Less arable land, less agriculture water, less food,
less power from hydroelectric plants.less power from hydroelectric plants.

 During the last 50 years, competition for oil.During the last 50 years, competition for oil.
 During the next 50 years, will there be competitionDuring the next 50 years, will there be competition

for water and arable land?for water and arable land?



AMERICAN LIFESTYLEAMERICAN LIFESTYLE

Carolyn Carolyn KimmeKimme Smith Smith



THE AMERICAN LIFESTYLETHE AMERICAN LIFESTYLE

 Can a lifestyle based on intensive use ofCan a lifestyle based on intensive use of
inexpensive fossil fuels be sustained?inexpensive fossil fuels be sustained?——NoNo

 What may have to change?What may have to change?
–– Primacy of individual transportPrimacy of individual transport
–– Dispersed housing, work, and servicesDispersed housing, work, and services
–– Low cost distribution of goodsLow cost distribution of goods
–– Adequate, reliable utilitiesAdequate, reliable utilities
–– Environmental qualitiesEnvironmental qualities
–– Energy usage habitsEnergy usage habits



TECHNOLOGIESTECHNOLOGIES

 Fossil FuelsFossil Fuels………………………………………………………….John Bush.John Bush
 BiofuelsBiofuels…………………………..Max ..Max LechtmanLechtman/Vern /Vern RoohkRoohk
 Nuclear Fission/FusionNuclear Fission/Fusion…………..........George Hume..........George Hume
 Solar Thermal/PhotovoltaicSolar Thermal/Photovoltaic…….Dennis Silverman.Dennis Silverman
 Hydroelectric/GeothermalHydroelectric/Geothermal…………………………John BushJohn Bush
 Wind/Waves/TidesWind/Waves/Tides………………………………..George Hume..George Hume
 Electric SystemElectric System………………………………………………..John Bush..John Bush
 HydrogenHydrogen…………………………………….Carolyn .Carolyn KimmeKimme Smith Smith
 TransportationTransportation………………………………..Stephen ..Stephen JeckovichJeckovich
 ConservationConservation………………………………......Dennis Silverman......Dennis Silverman



FOSSIL FUELSFOSSIL FUELS

 OilOil
 Natural Gas (Methane)Natural Gas (Methane)
 CoalCoal
 SynfuelsSynfuels



RELATIVE CARBON DIOXIDERELATIVE CARBON DIOXIDE
PRODUCED BY COMBUSTIONPRODUCED BY COMBUSTION

                                Pounds of                                Pounds of
                        Carbon Dioxide/MBTU                        Carbon Dioxide/MBTU

       Coal       Coal………………………………210210
       Gasoline       Gasoline……………………157157
       Natural Gas       Natural Gas…………..112..112



OIL: APPLICATIONSOIL: APPLICATIONS

 How is it used?How is it used?——combustion to producecombustion to produce
carbon dioxide, water, and heatcarbon dioxide, water, and heat

 Where is it used?--primarily transportationWhere is it used?--primarily transportation
 A secondary use is in industryA secondary use is in industry



US PETROLEUM FLOWUS PETROLEUM FLOW
Million Barrels/DayMillion Barrels/Day

 SupplySupply 20.620.6
–– Petroleum ImportsPetroleum Imports………………………………..13.5..13.5
–– Petroleum ExportsPetroleum Exports………………………………  (1.2)  (1.2)
–– Petroleum ProductionPetroleum Production…………………………. .6.8. .6.8
–– Other /EthanolOther /Ethanol……………………... ... ………………...1.6...1.6

 Refined ProductsRefined Products
–– Motor GasolineMotor Gasoline……………………………………..... 9.1..... 9.1
–– Fuel OilFuel Oil…………………………………………………………....4.1....4.1
–– Jet FuelJet Fuel………………………………………………………………1.61.6
–– LPGLPG……………………………………………………………………. 2.0. 2.0
–– OtherOther………………………………………………………………. ..3.8. ..3.8

 ConsumptionConsumption
–– TransportationTransportation…………………………………………. 13.8. 13.8
–– IndustryIndustry………………………………………………………….  5.0.  5.0
–– CommercialCommercial………………………………………………... 0.4... 0.4
–– ResidentialResidential……………………………………………………  0.9  0.9
–– Electric PowerElectric Power…………………………………………..  0.5..  0.5



TECHNOLOGIESTECHNOLOGIES

 ExplorationExploration––SeismographySeismography
 DrillingDrilling——Deep waterDeep water
 ProductionProduction——RecoveryRecovery
 Efficient UseEfficient Use——Transportation applicationsTransportation applications









OIL CRISESOIL CRISES

 There have been four major oil supply crises in theThere have been four major oil supply crises in the
last fifty yearslast fifty years

 Each time the industry has Each time the industry has ““drilleddrilled”” and produced and produced
its way out of the crisisits way out of the crisis
–– Majors could draw on shut in productionMajors could draw on shut in production

capacitycapacity——Saudi Arabia could Saudi Arabia could ““turn on the tapturn on the tap””
–– New fields were found and developed fairly rapidlyNew fields were found and developed fairly rapidly

 But circumstances for the US have changedBut circumstances for the US have changed





FOSSIL-DERIVEDLIQUID SYNTHETICFOSSIL-DERIVEDLIQUID SYNTHETIC
FUELSFUELS

 All generate extra carbon dioxide in theirAll generate extra carbon dioxide in their
production processesproduction processes

 SyncrudeSyncrude
–– Tar Sands: requires hydrogenTar Sands: requires hydrogen
–– Oil Shale: not technically feasibleOil Shale: not technically feasible

 SyndieselSyndiesel: from natural gas: from natural gas
 SyngasolineSyngasoline: from coal: from coal
 Methanol: from coalMethanol: from coal



METHANEMETHANE

 How is it used?How is it used?——combustion to produce carbon dioxide,combustion to produce carbon dioxide,
water, and heatwater, and heat

 Where is it found?Where is it found?
–– In underground reservoirsIn underground reservoirs
–– In coal bedsIn coal beds
–– In solid hydratesIn solid hydrates
–– As product of fermentation e.g. landfills, biogasAs product of fermentation e.g. landfills, biogas

 Where is it used?Where is it used?
–– Electricity generationElectricity generation
–– Domestic heatDomestic heat
–– Chemical raw materialChemical raw material
–– TransportationTransportation



HOW MUCH IS THERE?HOW MUCH IS THERE?

 North AmericaNorth America
 AustraliaAustralia
 Middle EastMiddle East
 RussiaRussia
 Probably a lot more to be foundProbably a lot more to be found
 Problem: how to get the gas to the user?Problem: how to get the gas to the user?



TECHNOLOGIESTECHNOLOGIES

 Liquefaction in tanker ships: LNGLiquefaction in tanker ships: LNG
 Convert to liquid fuelConvert to liquid fuel

–– Tulsa Okla. DOE Demo 70 bbl/dayTulsa Okla. DOE Demo 70 bbl/day
–– Qatar  Exxon/Chevron/Shell 750,000 bbl/dayQatar  Exxon/Chevron/Shell 750,000 bbl/day
–– Possibility for Alaska?Possibility for Alaska?

 Convert to hydrogenConvert to hydrogen
 Convert to electricity: hydrocarbon fuel cellConvert to electricity: hydrocarbon fuel cell





COALCOAL

 How is it used?How is it used?——Combustion to produceCombustion to produce
carbon dioxide, water, carbon dioxide, water, ashash, and heat, and heat

 Where is it found?Where is it found?——As a rock formationAs a rock formation
 Where is it used?Where is it used?——Primarily to generatePrimarily to generate

electricityelectricity



GENERATION OF ELECTRICITYGENERATION OF ELECTRICITY
FROM COALFROM COAL

 About half of US electricity comes from coalAbout half of US electricity comes from coal
 Currently 115 coal-fired plants are underCurrently 115 coal-fired plants are under

constructionconstruction
 Negatives of coal to electricityNegatives of coal to electricity

–– Coal generates twice as much carbon dioxide per unit ofCoal generates twice as much carbon dioxide per unit of
energy as does natural gasenergy as does natural gas

–– Air & water pollutantsAir & water pollutants
–– AestheticsAesthetics
–– Mortality of miners and usersMortality of miners and users



US COAL LIFETIMEUS COAL LIFETIME



TECHNOLOGIESTECHNOLOGIES

 Underground gasificationUnderground gasification
 Increased efficiency of electricity generationIncreased efficiency of electricity generation

–– Supercritical pulverized coal combustionSupercritical pulverized coal combustion
–– IIntegrated ntegrated GGasification asification CCombined ombined CCycleycle
–– High temperature fuel cellHigh temperature fuel cell

 Conversion to gas or liquid fuelsConversion to gas or liquid fuels
 Carbon dioxide sequestrationCarbon dioxide sequestration



CONVERSION OF COAL TOCONVERSION OF COAL TO
SYNFUELSSYNFUELS

 Gasoline: technology well establishedGasoline: technology well established
 Methane: technology well establishedMethane: technology well established
 Methanol: a new proposalMethanol: a new proposal
 All produce large amounts of extra carbonAll produce large amounts of extra carbon

dioxidedioxide



CARBON DIOXIDECARBON DIOXIDE
CAPTURE/STORAGECAPTURE/STORAGE
““SEQUESTRATIONSEQUESTRATION””

 Capture/Transport/Store: each element ofCapture/Transport/Store: each element of
technology has been technically demonstrated buttechnology has been technically demonstrated but
they have not integratedthey have not integrated

 Demonstration projects are underwayDemonstration projects are underway
–– FutureGen $1B over 10 yrs.FutureGen $1B over 10 yrs.
–– StatoilStatoil in North Sea bed in North Sea bed

 Adds to cost of electricityAdds to cost of electricity
–– Capture adds 2.5 to 4 cents/Capture adds 2.5 to 4 cents/kwhkwh
–– Underground storage adds 1 to 5 cents/Underground storage adds 1 to 5 cents/kwhkwh



CARBON DIOXIDE STORAGECARBON DIOXIDE STORAGE

 There seems to be storage capacity for 80 yearsThere seems to be storage capacity for 80 years
worth of current carbon dioxide emissionsworth of current carbon dioxide emissions

 Will the carbon dioxide stay in place?Will the carbon dioxide stay in place?
 Some wilder ideas for storageSome wilder ideas for storage

–– Ocean storageOcean storage
–– Genetic manipulation of plant lifeGenetic manipulation of plant life
–– Increase soil carbonIncrease soil carbon



SUMMARY: FOSSIL FUELSSUMMARY: FOSSIL FUELS

  ConventionalConventional  PetroleumPetroleum

          Terrestrial Natural GasTerrestrial Natural Gas

CoalCoal

 Bitumen ( Bitumen (““Tar SandsTar Sands””))

Oil Shale  ????????Oil Shale  ????????
Seabed Methane ?????????????????????Seabed Methane ?????????????????????



BioRenewableBioRenewable Resources Resources

Transportation Fuels

Max D. Lechtman

                                                                    Vern Roohk



OBJECTIVESOBJECTIVES

 Reduce atmospheric carbon dioxide soonReduce atmospheric carbon dioxide soon

 Decrease reliance on petroleumDecrease reliance on petroleum

 Minimize impact on vehicles/driversMinimize impact on vehicles/drivers

 Help the farming economyHelp the farming economy



The Usual SuspectsThe Usual Suspects

 EthanolEthanol

 BioDieselBioDiesel

 Natural GasNatural Gas



EthanolEthanol



BiodieselBiodiesel  vsvs Diesel Diesel

CetaneCetane Index Index ++
LubricityLubricity ++
Cold Weather PerformanceCold Weather Performance - -- -
Energy ContentEnergy Content --
CombustionCombustion ++
Emissions: Emissions: HCsHCs, , PMsPMs, CO, CO ++
Emissions: Emissions: NOsNOs --



Transportation Fuel NeedsTransportation Fuel Needs

 Gasoline/day-US is ~360 million gallonsGasoline/day-US is ~360 million gallons
 Gasoline/day-CA is ~47 million gallonsGasoline/day-CA is ~47 million gallons

 #2 Diesel/day-US is ~164 million gallons#2 Diesel/day-US is ~164 million gallons
 #2 Diesel/day-CA is ~13 million gallons#2 Diesel/day-CA is ~13 million gallons

 



EthanolEthanol
 Production (million gallons/day) Production (million gallons/day)

 Ethanol-US is ~13.2 from cornEthanol-US is ~13.2 from corn
–– E100 has ~71% the efficiency of gasolineE100 has ~71% the efficiency of gasoline

 Est. 2008 to be ~22 from cornEst. 2008 to be ~22 from corn
 Est. long term to max at ~41 from cornEst. long term to max at ~41 from corn

 Est. long term to max at ~123 from celluloseEst. long term to max at ~123 from cellulose
==========================================================================================
Max fuel from Max fuel from Ethanol(celluloseEthanol(cellulose)/Gasoline mixtures:)/Gasoline mixtures:

E10 = ~1230 E10 = ~1230 –– Probably okay Probably okay
E85 = ~  145 E85 = ~  145 –– Inadequate Inadequate



EthanolEthanol
 Economics Economics

 E85 in Midwest is (?)$2.90/gallonE85 in Midwest is (?)$2.90/gallon

 Using corn feedstock- ~$4/gallon for energyUsing corn feedstock- ~$4/gallon for energy
equivalencyequivalency

 Using cellulose feedstock- ~$6/gallon forUsing cellulose feedstock- ~$6/gallon for
energy equivalencyenergy equivalency



  BioDieselBioDiesel

Production Data US-(million gallons/day) :Production Data US-(million gallons/day) :

 BioDieselBioDiesel is   ~ 0.22 is   ~ 0.22
–– Waste Cooking Oil is  ~0.8Waste Cooking Oil is  ~0.8

 



BiodieselBiodiesel  vsvs Diesel Diesel
Projected Production Costs/GallonProjected Production Costs/Gallon

YearYear OilOil GreaseGrease Petrol.Petrol.

20052005     $2.54     $2.54  $1.41 $1.41 $0.67$0.67
20072007       2.47       2.47    1.38   1.38   0.77  0.77
20102010       2.57       2.57    1.42   1.42   0.75  0.75
20132013       2.80       2.80    1.55   1.55   0.75  0.75

BiodieselBiodiesel costs assume output of 0.22 MGD costs assume output of 0.22 MGD



BiodieselBiodiesel Processes Processes
Waste Vegetable OilWaste Vegetable Oil

CommercialCommercial
1.1. Heat oilHeat oil
2.2. AdditivesAdditives
3.3. SeparateSeparate
4.4. Remove Remove glycerineglycerine
5.5. Wash productWash product
6.6. SeparateSeparate
7.7. Remove waterRemove water

HomeHome
1.1. Filter debrisFilter debris
2.2. AdditivesAdditives
3.3. StirStir
4.4. Prime pumpsPrime pumps
5.5. Filter waterFilter water



Prospects for Biofuels-3Prospects for Biofuels-3rdrd world world
World Bank Report, October 2005World Bank Report, October 2005

Near Term:Near Term:
 Ethanol from sugarcane has best chance ofEthanol from sugarcane has best chance of

commercial viabilitycommercial viability
 BiofuelBiofuel trade liberalization beneficial to all trade liberalization beneficial to all

consumersconsumers
 BiodieselBiodiesel remains expensive relative to remains expensive relative to

world oil pricesworld oil prices



Prospects for Biofuels-3Prospects for Biofuels-3rdrd world world
World Bank Report, October 2005World Bank Report, October 2005

Medium Term:Medium Term:

 Fall in production costsFall in production costs

 New New feedstocksfeedstocks

 Growing TradeGrowing Trade



Prospects for Biofuels-3Prospects for Biofuels-3rdrd world world
World Bank Report, October 2005World Bank Report, October 2005

Long Term:Long Term:
 Commercialization of Commercialization of cellulosiccellulosic ethanol- ethanol-

widespread availability, abundance, andwidespread availability, abundance, and
significant lifestyle greenhouse gasessignificant lifestyle greenhouse gases
emission reduction potentialemission reduction potential

 Higher oil prices favoring Higher oil prices favoring biofuelbiofuel economics economics



OBJECTIVESOBJECTIVES

 Reduce atmospheric carbon dioxide soonReduce atmospheric carbon dioxide soon

 Decrease reliance on petroleumDecrease reliance on petroleum

 Minimize impact on vehicles/driversMinimize impact on vehicles/drivers

 Help the farming economyHelp the farming economy



NUCLEAR FISSION/FUSIONNUCLEAR FISSION/FUSION

George HumeGeorge Hume



CONTEXT OF OUR STUDYCONTEXT OF OUR STUDY

 Nuclear power (fission) is an economicallyNuclear power (fission) is an economically
viable energy sourceviable energy source

 PROBLEM: Many U.S. citizens have aPROBLEM: Many U.S. citizens have a
negative attitude toward nuclear powernegative attitude toward nuclear power

 QUESTION: What must be done to addressQUESTION: What must be done to address
the problem so that we can employ nuclearthe problem so that we can employ nuclear
power to:power to:
–– Meet our increasing demand for electric power?Meet our increasing demand for electric power?
–– Reduce our greenhouse gas emissions?Reduce our greenhouse gas emissions?

















FUSION POWERFUSION POWER
““a promising technologya promising technology””

 Research has been underway for 50 yearsResearch has been underway for 50 years
 ITER Project: European Union, United StatesITER Project: European Union, United States

Canada, Japan, Russian FederationCanada, Japan, Russian Federation
 Purpose: To demonstrate that electrical powerPurpose: To demonstrate that electrical power

from fusion is technically feasiblefrom fusion is technically feasible
–– Design took 10 yearsDesign took 10 years
–– Cost to build and operate is more than $4.5 billion overCost to build and operate is more than $4.5 billion over

10 years10 years
 Expect results in 10-20 yearsExpect results in 10-20 years
 Demonstration of economical feasibility probablyDemonstration of economical feasibility probably

50 years away50 years away





Power from the SunPower from the Sun

Dennis SilvermanDennis Silverman



Solar PowerSolar Power

 Most of all energy we use comes or hasMost of all energy we use comes or has
come from the sun.come from the sun.

 Fossil fuels arise from fossil plants andFossil fuels arise from fossil plants and
animals converted to carbon (coal), oranimals converted to carbon (coal), or
hydrocarbons (methane and petroleum).hydrocarbons (methane and petroleum).

 We are 1/3 to 1/2 through the process ofWe are 1/3 to 1/2 through the process of
burning hundreds of millions of years ofburning hundreds of millions of years of
fossil fuel accumulations in two centuries.fossil fuel accumulations in two centuries.



Free SolarFree Solar
 The sun would heat the planet to 0The sun would heat the planet to 0° Fahrenheit without the° Fahrenheit without the

atmosphere.atmosphere.
 It runs the greenhouse that keeps the earth warmed up toIt runs the greenhouse that keeps the earth warmed up to

an average of 58an average of 58° F° F with the greenhouse gas atmosphere. with the greenhouse gas atmosphere.
 It evaporates the oceans to provide the rain and freshIt evaporates the oceans to provide the rain and fresh

water for crops and drinking water and hydropower.water for crops and drinking water and hydropower.
 It grows our crops and forests through photosynthesisIt grows our crops and forests through photosynthesis
 Solar energy provides our vast amount of daylight andSolar energy provides our vast amount of daylight and

moonlight.moonlight.
 It heats our homes in the daytime, and the sea and landIt heats our homes in the daytime, and the sea and land

hold heat for the night.hold heat for the night.



Solar ManipulationSolar Manipulation

 The next best way to use solar is to modifyThe next best way to use solar is to modify
its effects.its effects.
–– Reflective roofs to keep buildings coolReflective roofs to keep buildings cool
–– Reflective windows to keep out direct sunlightReflective windows to keep out direct sunlight

during the summer, and keeping heat in in theduring the summer, and keeping heat in in the
winterwinter

–– Windows and skylights for indoor daytimeWindows and skylights for indoor daytime
lightinglighting



Direct Solar EnergyDirect Solar Energy

 Mediterranean climates now using rooftopMediterranean climates now using rooftop
or nearby solar water heating or nearby solar water heating –– Greece, Greece,
Israel, Japan.  It is 80% efficient.Israel, Japan.  It is 80% efficient.

 Solar clothes dryingSolar clothes drying



Solar Photovoltaic ElectricitySolar Photovoltaic Electricity
 Silicon wafers doped to form photovoltaic cellsSilicon wafers doped to form photovoltaic cells

–– Power is free, butPower is free, but
–– Large wafers still thick and crystal grown as chips, soLarge wafers still thick and crystal grown as chips, so

still expensivestill expensive
–– Cost still 3 to 10 times as expensive as fossil fuelCost still 3 to 10 times as expensive as fossil fuel

powerpower
–– Efficiency only 10 to 15%, so large areas neededEfficiency only 10 to 15%, so large areas needed
–– Daily and yearly average only 1/5 of maximum powerDaily and yearly average only 1/5 of maximum power

capacity installedcapacity installed
–– Storage could be in charging car batteries or inStorage could be in charging car batteries or in

hydrogen fuel, orhydrogen fuel, or
–– Concentrate on using more energy during the daytimeConcentrate on using more energy during the daytime
–– Silicon valley investigating thin film disk technology toSilicon valley investigating thin film disk technology to

make cheapermake cheaper



UnelectrifiedUnelectrified Areas Areas

 Two billion people do not have electricityTwo billion people do not have electricity
 To save on kerosene lanterns, solar cellsTo save on kerosene lanterns, solar cells

with batteries and with batteries and lcdlcd lights have been lights have been
developed for nighttime lightingdeveloped for nighttime lighting

 Also used to charge freeway phonesAlso used to charge freeway phones



CaliforniaCalifornia’’s Million Solar Roofss Million Solar Roofs
 California SB1 (Senate Bill 1) to provide rebates to equipCalifornia SB1 (Senate Bill 1) to provide rebates to equip

solar power installationssolar power installations
 Companies rebated per Companies rebated per kwhkwh generated generated
 New homes must offer solar option by 2011New homes must offer solar option by 2011
 500,000 more homes can be added to generating500,000 more homes can be added to generating

electricity into the power networkelectricity into the power network
 3.3 billion dollar cost, but for less electricity than a3.3 billion dollar cost, but for less electricity than a

comparable nuclear plantcomparable nuclear plant
 Could only nearly pay if it brings down costs throughCould only nearly pay if it brings down costs through

economies of scaleeconomies of scale
 Or if it leads to technological breakthrough throughOr if it leads to technological breakthrough through

research and competitionresearch and competition
 Only 100 million dollars for solar water heatingOnly 100 million dollars for solar water heating



U. S. Solar ResourcesU. S. Solar Resources



U. S. Tracking Mirror SolarU. S. Tracking Mirror Solar



Solar TroughsSolar Troughs
(Max (Max LechtmanLechtman))

 Suitable For LargeSuitable For Large
SystemsSystems

  Grid-connected Power Grid-connected Power

 30-200 MW size30-200 MW size

 Proven TechnologyProven Technology

 Available TodayAvailable Today



Dish with Sterling EngineDish with Sterling Engine
(Max (Max LechtmanLechtman))

 ModularModular
 Remote ApplicationsRemote Applications
 DemonstrationDemonstration

InstallationsInstallations
 High EfficiencyHigh Efficiency
 ConventionalConventional

ConstructionConstruction
 Commercial EnginesCommercial Engines

Under DevelopmentUnder Development



Solar TowerSolar Tower
(Max (Max LechtmanLechtman))

 Suitable For LargeSuitable For Large
SystemsSystems

 Grid-connected PowerGrid-connected Power
 30-200 MW size30-200 MW size
 Potentially Lower CostPotentially Lower Cost
 Potentially EfficientPotentially Efficient

Thermal StorageThermal Storage
 Need To Prove Molten SaltNeed To Prove Molten Salt

TechnologyTechnology



Cost Of Energy*Cost Of Energy*
(Max (Max LechtmanLechtman))

TroughTrough Dish/EngineDish/Engine TowerTower

20002000 11.811.8     17.9    17.9 13.613.6
20102010   7.6  7.6       6.1      6.1   5.2  5.2
20202020   7.2  7.2       5.5      5.5   4.2  4.2
20302030   6.8  6.8       5.2      5.2   4.2  4.2

*Cents/kWh in 1997 $*Cents/kWh in 1997 $



HYDROELECTRIC/GEOTHERMALHYDROELECTRIC/GEOTHERMAL

John BushJohn Bush







HYDROELECTRICITY IN CALIFORNIAHYDROELECTRICITY IN CALIFORNIA

 Significant to StateSignificant to State’’s Electricity supplys Electricity supply
–– About 15% of CaliforniaAbout 15% of California’’s in-state generations in-state generation
–– Substantial imports from the Pacific NorthwestSubstantial imports from the Pacific Northwest

 Future large installations in California areFuture large installations in California are
unlikelyunlikely

 Some current facilities may be removedSome current facilities may be removed



HYDROELECTRIC TECHNOLOGIESHYDROELECTRIC TECHNOLOGIES

 An established technologyAn established technology
 No DOE sponsored programsNo DOE sponsored programs
 Small hydro installationsSmall hydro installations

–– 30,000 30,000 MWeMWe is feasible (Idaho National Lab) is feasible (Idaho National Lab)
–– Over 5000 sitesOver 5000 sites
–– No new technologyNo new technology



GEOTHERMAL POWERGEOTHERMAL POWER

 Direct use of underground heatDirect use of underground heat
–– Warm water for buildings, greenhouses, etc.Warm water for buildings, greenhouses, etc.
–– Water source heat pumpsWater source heat pumps

 Electricity generationElectricity generation
–– Proven technology requires source hotter thanProven technology requires source hotter than

300300º F (150º C)--steamº F (150º C)--steam
–– Feasibility depends on site characteristicsFeasibility depends on site characteristics

 Potential: 5% of electric supply in westernPotential: 5% of electric supply in western
United States with current technologyUnited States with current technology





GEOTHERMAL TECHNOLOGIESGEOTHERMAL TECHNOLOGIES

 Binary CyclesBinary Cycles
 Magma ReservoirsMagma Reservoirs
 No DOE sponsored programsNo DOE sponsored programs



SUMMARYSUMMARY

 Conventional hydroelectric generation hasConventional hydroelectric generation has
little future  growth potential in the USlittle future  growth potential in the US

 Small sites are availableSmall sites are available
 Sites suitable for current geothermalSites suitable for current geothermal

electricity generation are limited but willelectricity generation are limited but will
likely be developedlikely be developed

 New technology may extend suitability ofNew technology may extend suitability of
geothermal sitesgeothermal sites



WINDS/WAVES/TIDESWINDS/WAVES/TIDES

George HumeGeorge Hume



POWER FROM TIDES ANDPOWER FROM TIDES AND
CURRENTSCURRENTS

 Technical ApproachesTechnical Approaches
–– Tidal dams (barrages)Tidal dams (barrages)
–– Tidal fencesTidal fences
–– Turbine fieldsTurbine fields

 Common featuresCommon features
–– Generate electricity using water driven fans or turbinesGenerate electricity using water driven fans or turbines
–– Low operating costs if avoid storm damage/Low operating costs if avoid storm damage/biofoulingbiofouling
–– High construction costsHigh construction costs
–– Various negative impacts on marine environmentVarious negative impacts on marine environment



TIDAL BARRAGESTIDAL BARRAGES

 Dams across estuaries with gates to control water flow andDams across estuaries with gates to control water flow and
hydroturbinehydroturbine generators to produce electricity generators to produce electricity

 Depend on minimum tidal difference of 16 feetDepend on minimum tidal difference of 16 feet——perhapsperhaps
40 sites in the world40 sites in the world

 The The LaRanceLaRance facility has operated reliably for many years facility has operated reliably for many years
 Possible sites in Pacific Northwest and Atlantic NortheastPossible sites in Pacific Northwest and Atlantic Northeast
 Cause silting, destroy wetlands and interfere with fishCause silting, destroy wetlands and interfere with fish

migrationsmigrations
 Probably of limited potential for the U.S.Probably of limited potential for the U.S.



AXIAL FLOW HYDRO TURBINESAXIAL FLOW HYDRO TURBINES

 Technology is in very early stageTechnology is in very early stage
 Installations look like underwater wind farmsInstallations look like underwater wind farms
 Ideally in rivers or near shore at depths of 60-100ftIdeally in rivers or near shore at depths of 60-100ft
 High capital cost: $4300/KWeHigh capital cost: $4300/KWe
 U.S. potential is speculative: equivalent to 12 toU.S. potential is speculative: equivalent to 12 to

170 coal-fired (1000MWe) plants?170 coal-fired (1000MWe) plants?
 Demonstration project in ManhattanDemonstration project in Manhattan’’s Easts East

RiverRiver——6 turbines, 200KWe in 20066 turbines, 200KWe in 2006



WAVE ENERGYWAVE ENERGY

 Several technical approachesSeveral technical approaches
–– Floats or pitching devicesFloats or pitching devices
–– Oscillating water columnsOscillating water columns
–– Wave surge focusing devicesWave surge focusing devices

 Demonstration installations in Great Britain (oscillatingDemonstration installations in Great Britain (oscillating
water column) and off Portuguese coast (floats)water column) and off Portuguese coast (floats)

 IssuesIssues
–– Storm damageStorm damage
–– BiofoulingBiofouling
–– Grid connection and power conditioningGrid connection and power conditioning
–– Wave damping (surfers)Wave damping (surfers)

 Potential: 7% of current U.S. electricity demand (EPRI)Potential: 7% of current U.S. electricity demand (EPRI)



WIND POWERWIND POWER

 The most promising near-term renewable resourceThe most promising near-term renewable resource
 Issue: What will happen when the subsidiesIssue: What will happen when the subsidies

vanish?vanish?
 U.S. installed capacity growing about 25% perU.S. installed capacity growing about 25% per

yearyear
 Intermittent, irregular supplyIntermittent, irregular supply

–– Value depends on installed capacity, site specificValue depends on installed capacity, site specific
capacity factor, and timing of generation (summer iscapacity factor, and timing of generation (summer is
more valuable than winter)more valuable than winter)

–– At greater than 20% of a gridAt greater than 20% of a grid’’s supply, managing thes supply, managing the
grid becomes difficult and expensive.grid becomes difficult and expensive.



SOME GENERAL ATTRIBUTESSOME GENERAL ATTRIBUTES

 Best where there is reliable strong wind: U.S. Best where there is reliable strong wind: U.S. midwestmidwest and and
southwestsouthwest

 Adaptable to either centralized (wind farm) or decentralizedAdaptable to either centralized (wind farm) or decentralized
sitingsiting

 Siting issues: MarthaSiting issues: Martha’’s Vineyard & Nantuckets Vineyard & Nantucket
–– Aesthetics, visibilityAesthetics, visibility–– NIMBY NIMBY
–– NoiseNoise
–– Electromagnetic interferenceElectromagnetic interference
–– Banned within 1.5 miles of shipping/ferry lanesBanned within 1.5 miles of shipping/ferry lanes

 Wild life fatalities: California, West VirginiaWild life fatalities: California, West Virginia
–– Low flying, migratory song birds (Low flying, migratory song birds (AltamountAltamount Pass) Pass)
–– BatsBats



TECHNOLOGIESTECHNOLOGIES

 Horizontal axis fans are the best provenHorizontal axis fans are the best proven
technologiestechnologies

 Windmills have been in use since the Middle AgesWindmills have been in use since the Middle Ages
 New designs are proliferatingNew designs are proliferating
 IssuesIssues

–– Mechanisms are complex and expensive to maintainMechanisms are complex and expensive to maintain
–– Large blades for efficient units are expensive to makeLarge blades for efficient units are expensive to make

and transportand transport
–– Grid connection issues seem to be solvedGrid connection issues seem to be solved



WINDPOWER POTENTIAL FORWINDPOWER POTENTIAL FOR
THE UNITED STATESTHE UNITED STATES

 BattelleBattelle estimate: 20% of U.S. electricity demand estimate: 20% of U.S. electricity demand
with siting constraintswith siting constraints

 DOE goal to meet 6% of U.S. demand by 2020DOE goal to meet 6% of U.S. demand by 2020
 Unconstrained potential equivalent to operatingUnconstrained potential equivalent to operating

~1500 1000MWe nuclear or coal plants~1500 1000MWe nuclear or coal plants
 States potential: North Dakota, Texas, Kansas,States potential: North Dakota, Texas, Kansas,

South Dakota, MontanaSouth Dakota, Montana——California is 17California is 17thth

 North Dakota could supply 25% of current U.S.North Dakota could supply 25% of current U.S.
electricity demand electricity demand ––need a major growth ofneed a major growth of
electric (or hydrogen?) transmission capacityelectric (or hydrogen?) transmission capacity



WINDPOWER PROSPECTSWINDPOWER PROSPECTS

 Big potential market: world capacity growing at 30% perBig potential market: world capacity growing at 30% per
yearyear

 Annual equipment sales ~ $2 billion in 2005Annual equipment sales ~ $2 billion in 2005
 Project financing for Project financing for renewablesrenewables in 2005 in 2005

–– Wind Power $ 3.5 billionWind Power $ 3.5 billion
–– Solar Photovoltaic $ 2.2 billionSolar Photovoltaic $ 2.2 billion
–– All other $ 1.25 billionAll other $ 1.25 billion

 Major companies are involvedMajor companies are involved
–– General ElectricGeneral Electric
–– British PetroleumBritish Petroleum
–– Goldman SachsGoldman Sachs
–– J P Morgan chaseJ P Morgan chase
–– Siemens AGSiemens AG
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THE ELECTRIC SYSTEMTHE ELECTRIC SYSTEM

John BushJohn Bush



SOME CHARACTERISTICS OFSOME CHARACTERISTICS OF
ELECTRICITYELECTRICITY

 Electricity is an energy Electricity is an energy ““carriercarrier”” (as is hydrogen) (as is hydrogen)
–– A good conductor is required for efficient transmissionA good conductor is required for efficient transmission——currentlycurrently

copper or aluminum wirescopper or aluminum wires
–– Conductors must be insulated for economy and safetyConductors must be insulated for economy and safety
–– Generation characteristics must be matched to Generation characteristics must be matched to transmissontransmisson and and

application characteristicsapplication characteristics
 Electricity  cannot  be stored in large quantitiesElectricity  cannot  be stored in large quantities

–– Demand and supply must be kept constantly matchedDemand and supply must be kept constantly matched
–– Storage requires conversion to some other form of energyStorage requires conversion to some other form of energy

 At point of use electricity is clean, convenient, and versatileAt point of use electricity is clean, convenient, and versatile
since its characteristics can be tailored to the applicationsince its characteristics can be tailored to the application
on siteon site



PER CAPITA ELECTRICITY USAGEPER CAPITA ELECTRICITY USAGE



MORE CHARACTERISTICS OFMORE CHARACTERISTICS OF
ELECTRICITYELECTRICITY

 Cost ElementsCost Elements
–– Energy costs: $/Energy costs: $/kwhkwh
–– Power costs: $/Power costs: $/kwkw

 EfficiencyEfficiency
–– Conversion: fuel efficiency, photoelectricConversion: fuel efficiency, photoelectric

efficiency, mechanical efficiencyefficiency, mechanical efficiency
–– TransmissionTransmission
–– ApplicationApplication



MEASURES TO REDUCEMEASURES TO REDUCE
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONSGREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

 Generation from coal or methaneGeneration from coal or methane
–– Increase generation efficiencyIncrease generation efficiency
–– Decrease use of carbon dioxide generating technologiesDecrease use of carbon dioxide generating technologies

 TransmissionTransmission
–– Increase transmission efficiencyIncrease transmission efficiency
–– Distribute generating sites nearer to application sitesDistribute generating sites nearer to application sites
–– Control sulfur hexafluoride emissionsControl sulfur hexafluoride emissions

 ApplicationApplication
–– Increase application efficiencyIncrease application efficiency
–– Practice conservationPractice conservation



ELECTRIC SYSTEM RELIABILITYELECTRIC SYSTEM RELIABILITY

 Matching demand to supply: Matching demand to supply: ““load followingload following””
–– Intermittent, variable supplyIntermittent, variable supply
–– Inflexibility of large scale generation technologiesInflexibility of large scale generation technologies
–– Intermittent, variable usageIntermittent, variable usage

 Maintaining system stabilityMaintaining system stability
–– Yoking different generation and application technologiesYoking different generation and application technologies

togethertogether
–– Keeping chaos from taking over the systemKeeping chaos from taking over the system

 Providing adequate capacity in timeProviding adequate capacity in time
–– Installing generating capacity : regulatory approvalInstalling generating capacity : regulatory approval
–– Installing transmission capacity: sitingInstalling transmission capacity: siting





TECHNOLOGIESTECHNOLOGIES
 Generation EfficiencyGeneration Efficiency

–– Combined cycle generationCombined cycle generation
–– Fuel cell generationFuel cell generation
–– Thermoelectric generationThermoelectric generation

 Transmission EfficiencyTransmission Efficiency
–– Solid state AC/DC ConvertersSolid state AC/DC Converters
–– Superconducting cablesSuperconducting cables
–– Distributed generation technologiesDistributed generation technologies

 Energy StorageEnergy Storage
–– BatteriesBatteries
–– Superconducting magnetsSuperconducting magnets
–– Other?Other?

 Real-time monitoring and controlReal-time monitoring and control
 Application EfficiencyApplication Efficiency

–– LED LampsLED Lamps
–– Heat Recovery SystemsHeat Recovery Systems
–– Supervisory HVAC ControlsSupervisory HVAC Controls
–– High Efficiency Washer/DriersHigh Efficiency Washer/Driers
–– Super-efficient RefrigeratorsSuper-efficient Refrigerators



HYDROGENHYDROGEN

Carolyn Carolyn KimmeKimme Smith Smith



MOLECULAR HYDROGEN FACTSMOLECULAR HYDROGEN FACTS

 Three times energy content of gasoline (120 Three times energy content of gasoline (120 MjMj/kg vs./kg vs.
44Mj/kg)44Mj/kg)

 Cost of liquefying it is 30 to 40% of its energy contentCost of liquefying it is 30 to 40% of its energy content
   Pipelines are 50% greater diameter than for gas (forPipelines are 50% greater diameter than for gas (for

equivalent energy transmission rate), so more $.equivalent energy transmission rate), so more $.
 Distribution doubles cost of production ($1.03/kg).Distribution doubles cost of production ($1.03/kg).
 Flammable concentration has a wide spread from 4% toFlammable concentration has a wide spread from 4% to

75%.75%.



MOLECULAR HYDROGENMOLECULAR HYDROGEN
GENERATIONGENERATION

 Three different scales of generation: Central Station, Midsize,Three different scales of generation: Central Station, Midsize,
and Distributed.and Distributed.

 Central Station: 1,080,000 kg/day would support 2M cars.Central Station: 1,080,000 kg/day would support 2M cars.
Distributed by pipeline. Generated by fossil  fuel or nuclearDistributed by pipeline. Generated by fossil  fuel or nuclear
energy.energy.

 Midsize: 21,600 kg/day would support 40k cars. Distributed byMidsize: 21,600 kg/day would support 40k cars. Distributed by
cryogenic truck. Generated by natural gas or biomasscryogenic truck. Generated by natural gas or biomass

 Distributed: 480 kg/day would support 800 cars. No distributionDistributed: 480 kg/day would support 800 cars. No distribution
system needed. Renewable fuels used.system needed. Renewable fuels used.



HYDROGEN PRODUCTIONHYDROGEN PRODUCTION

 Electrolysis: from fossil fuels or renewable energyElectrolysis: from fossil fuels or renewable energy
sourcessources

 Fossil Fuels requires carbon storageFossil Fuels requires carbon storage
 Hydroelectric, Nuclear Energy, Photovoltaic, grid basedHydroelectric, Nuclear Energy, Photovoltaic, grid based

energy, wind power, have either periodic generation,energy, wind power, have either periodic generation,
which may not match usage, or have constantwhich may not match usage, or have constant
generation, which does not match usage.generation, which does not match usage.

 Energy storage at peak times is a problem for theseEnergy storage at peak times is a problem for these
energy sources that hydrogen generation could solve.energy sources that hydrogen generation could solve.

 Cost for all distributed (renewable) sources is two to fiveCost for all distributed (renewable) sources is two to five
times cost of gasoline (2004)times cost of gasoline (2004)



HYDROGENHYDROGEN
PRODUCTIONPRODUCTION——RENEWABLE FUELSRENEWABLE FUELS

 From wind energy. Electrolyze water. Wind is the most costFrom wind energy. Electrolyze water. Wind is the most cost
effective renewable energy source: $0.04 to $0.07/kWh costseffective renewable energy source: $0.04 to $0.07/kWh costs
about $6.64/kg per H2 if grid back up used.about $6.64/kg per H2 if grid back up used.

 From Biomass. Only 0.2 to 0.4% of solar energy converted toFrom Biomass. Only 0.2 to 0.4% of solar energy converted to
H2. Costs $7.05/kg by gasification, not including fertilizers andH2. Costs $7.05/kg by gasification, not including fertilizers and
land degradation.land degradation.

 From Solar energy. Either by electrolysis (Photo voltaic) or usingFrom Solar energy. Either by electrolysis (Photo voltaic) or using
photoelectrochemicalphotoelectrochemical cell (in a early stage of development). Cost cell (in a early stage of development). Cost
now is $28.19/kg and solar energy is only available 20% of thenow is $28.19/kg and solar energy is only available 20% of the
time.time.



HYDROGEN SAFETYHYDROGEN SAFETY

 Small leak more flammable than for gasoline, but more likely toSmall leak more flammable than for gasoline, but more likely to
disperse, so ignition less likely.disperse, so ignition less likely.

 Static spark can ignite, so ground the car during transfer.Static spark can ignite, so ground the car during transfer.
 Detonation more likely than with gasoline because of widerDetonation more likely than with gasoline because of wider

flammable concentration and higher flame speed.flammable concentration and higher flame speed.
 Need high pressure to transfer efficiently: 5-10k Need high pressure to transfer efficiently: 5-10k psipsi..
 Odorless, burns with a blue flame. Small molecule precludesOdorless, burns with a blue flame. Small molecule precludes

adding scent molecule.adding scent molecule.



HYDROGEN CAR PROBLEMSHYDROGEN CAR PROBLEMS

 Cost high because of fuel cell costs. Fuel cellCost high because of fuel cell costs. Fuel cell
provides only 1 V=$36,000. Car =$1 million?provides only 1 V=$36,000. Car =$1 million?

 H under pressure of 5000 PSI. Heat generatedH under pressure of 5000 PSI. Heat generated
during filling, so less H occupies more space.during filling, so less H occupies more space.

 Takes 10 min to fill to 80%,(100 miles)Takes 10 min to fill to 80%,(100 miles)
 Deterioration of tanks, fittings, due to metalDeterioration of tanks, fittings, due to metal

hydrides. Unknown MTBF (Mean time betweenhydrides. Unknown MTBF (Mean time between
failure)failure)

 Unknown H distribution---twenty years away?Unknown H distribution---twenty years away?



TRANSPORTATIONTRANSPORTATION
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US CO2 Emissions from TransportationUS CO2 Emissions from Transportation
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DEMAND REDUCTION DUE TO USE OFDEMAND REDUCTION DUE TO USE OF
FUEL EFFICIENCY OPTIONSFUEL EFFICIENCY OPTIONS



FEDERAL FUEL ECONOMY STANDARDSFEDERAL FUEL ECONOMY STANDARDS
PROGRAMPROGRAM

 Known as the Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE)Known as the Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE)
standardsstandards

 Each model year (MY) manufacturers are required to:Each model year (MY) manufacturers are required to:
   - Achieve average of - Achieve average of 27.5 mpg27.5 mpg for fleet of new passenger cars for fleet of new passenger cars
   - Achieve average of   - Achieve average of 20.7 mpg20.7 mpg for fleet of new light duty trucks (includes for fleet of new light duty trucks (includes

minivans and SUVs).  Increased to 21.6 for MY 2006 and 22.2 for MY2007minivans and SUVs).  Increased to 21.6 for MY 2006 and 22.2 for MY2007

 Despite its flaws, as a result of CAFE, gasoline consumptionDespite its flaws, as a result of CAFE, gasoline consumption
is down roughly 2.8 million barrels/day from what it would beis down roughly 2.8 million barrels/day from what it would be
without CAFE and greenhouse gas emissions translate to awithout CAFE and greenhouse gas emissions translate to a
7% reduction in CO2.7% reduction in CO2.

 In Europe, per capita gas usage is 286 liters/year compared toIn Europe, per capita gas usage is 286 liters/year compared to
1,624 liters/year in the U. S.1,624 liters/year in the U. S.



RECOMMENDED PLAN TO REDUCERECOMMENDED PLAN TO REDUCE
CALIFORNIACALIFORNIA’’S PETROLEUM DEPENDENCES PETROLEUM DEPENDENCE

(as proposed by CA Energy Commission & Air Resources Board)(as proposed by CA Energy Commission & Air Resources Board)

 I.  Adopt a statewide goal of reducing demand for on-I.  Adopt a statewide goal of reducing demand for on-
road gasoline and diesel to road gasoline and diesel to 15%15% below the 2003 below the 2003
demand level by 2020 and maintain that level fordemand level by 2020 and maintain that level for
foreseeable future.foreseeable future.

 II.  Work in the national political arena to gainII.  Work in the national political arena to gain
establishment of federal fuel economy standards thatestablishment of federal fuel economy standards that
doubledouble the fuel efficiency of new cars, light trucks and the fuel efficiency of new cars, light trucks and
SUVs.SUVs.

 III.  Establish a goal to increase use of non-petroleumIII.  Establish a goal to increase use of non-petroleum
fuels to fuels to 20%20% of on-road fuel consumption by 2020 and of on-road fuel consumption by 2020 and
to to 30%30% by 2030 by 2030..



OVERALL SUMMARY OF EFFECTS OF OPTIONSOVERALL SUMMARY OF EFFECTS OF OPTIONS
IN ON-ROAD DEMAND FORECASTIN ON-ROAD DEMAND FORECAST



Vehicles as Part of the Solution?Vehicles as Part of the Solution?

 8 cylinder vehicles are 25% of the market.8 cylinder vehicles are 25% of the market.
 6 cylinder are 41%.6 cylinder are 41%.
 4 cylinder are only 30%.4 cylinder are only 30%.
 Hybrids are 1.5%, expected to grow to 4% in 6 years.Hybrids are 1.5%, expected to grow to 4% in 6 years.
 Moving motorists down one step in engine size wouldMoving motorists down one step in engine size would

clearly increase the fleet mileage, without inventing orclearly increase the fleet mileage, without inventing or
buying new technology.buying new technology.

 Plug-in hybrids which can do 40 mile trips on electricityPlug-in hybrids which can do 40 mile trips on electricity
alone, but have to say where extra electricity will comealone, but have to say where extra electricity will come
from.from.
–– They cost $2,000 more than a regular hybrid.They cost $2,000 more than a regular hybrid.
–– But their usage is equivalent to paying $1.00 to $1.50 perBut their usage is equivalent to paying $1.00 to $1.50 per

gallon of gas.gallon of gas.
 Cylinder-shutdown engines that change 8 to 4 cylindersCylinder-shutdown engines that change 8 to 4 cylinders

when cruising, can save 10-20% on gas mileage.when cruising, can save 10-20% on gas mileage.



Automotive conservation solutionsAutomotive conservation solutions

 People could :People could :
–– Drive less aggressively on the gas pedalDrive less aggressively on the gas pedal
–– Drive at the speed limitDrive at the speed limit
–– Plan trips for less total drivingPlan trips for less total driving
–– Use their higher gas mileage vehicle moreUse their higher gas mileage vehicle more

 People could use car poolingPeople could use car pooling
 People could take public transportationPeople could take public transportation
 These actions would actually have an These actions would actually have an immediateimmediate

effect on lowering consumption and bringing downeffect on lowering consumption and bringing down
the price of gas.the price of gas.



Comparative National FuelComparative National Fuel
EconomiesEconomies



Energy ConservationEnergy Conservation

A Major Part of the SolutionA Major Part of the Solution
to Energy Generation andto Energy Generation and

Global WarmingGlobal Warming
Dennis SilvermanDennis Silverman
U. C. Irvine Physics and AstronomyU. C. Irvine Physics and Astronomy



Why Us (U.S.)?Why Us (U.S.)?

 With 5% of the worldWith 5% of the world’’s population, the U.S. usess population, the U.S. uses
26% of the world26% of the world’’s energy.s energy.

 A U.S. resident consumes 12,000 kWh ofA U.S. resident consumes 12,000 kWh of
electricity a year, nine times the worldelectricity a year, nine times the world’’s avg.s avg.

 The average American household emits 23,000The average American household emits 23,000
pounds of CO2 annually.pounds of CO2 annually.

 Two billion people in the world do not haveTwo billion people in the world do not have
electricity.electricity.

 Using just using off the shelf technology we couldUsing just using off the shelf technology we could
cut the cost of heating, cooling, and lighting ourcut the cost of heating, cooling, and lighting our
homes and workplaces by up to 80%.homes and workplaces by up to 80%.



Annual Electricity Use Per CaliforniaAnnual Electricity Use Per California
Household (5,914 kWh per household)Household (5,914 kWh per household)



Total Electricity Use,  per capita, 1960 - 2001
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Conservation EconomicConservation Economic
SavingsSavings

 If California electricity use had kept growingIf California electricity use had kept growing
at the US rate, kWh/person would have beenat the US rate, kWh/person would have been
50% higher50% higher

 California electric bill in 2004 ~$32 BillionCalifornia electric bill in 2004 ~$32 Billion……
 so weso we’’ve avoided ~$16 B/yr of electricity bills.ve avoided ~$16 B/yr of electricity bills.
 Net saving (accounting for cost ofNet saving (accounting for cost of

conservation measures and programs) isconservation measures and programs) is
~$12 B/year, or about $1,000/family/yr.~$12 B/year, or about $1,000/family/yr.

 Avoids 18 million tons per year of CarbonAvoids 18 million tons per year of Carbon
 Appliance standards save ~$3B/year (1/4)Appliance standards save ~$3B/year (1/4)



LightingLighting
 Compact Fluorescents or Long FluorescentsCompact Fluorescents or Long Fluorescents

using plasma discharges use only 1/3 of theusing plasma discharges use only 1/3 of the
energy and heat of incandescent lights, whichenergy and heat of incandescent lights, which
derive their light from heating filaments hotderive their light from heating filaments hot
enough to emit visible light.enough to emit visible light.

 If every home changed their five most usedIf every home changed their five most used
lights, they would save $60 per year in costs.lights, they would save $60 per year in costs.

 This would also be equal to 21 power plants.This would also be equal to 21 power plants.
 The fluorescents also last up to 10 times asThe fluorescents also last up to 10 times as

long.long.
 Replacing one bulb means 1,000 pounds lessReplacing one bulb means 1,000 pounds less

CO2 emitted over the compact fluorescentCO2 emitted over the compact fluorescent’’ss
lifetime.lifetime.

 Traffic signal Traffic signal LEDsLEDs use 90% less energy and use 90% less energy and
last 10 years rather than 2 years.last 10 years rather than 2 years.



Household Energy Use for Entertainment Electronics
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““Zero energyZero energy”” new homes new homes

 Goals:Goals:
–– 70% less electricity => down to ~2,000 kWh/yr70% less electricity => down to ~2,000 kWh/yr
–– 1 kW on peak1 kW on peak

 Electronics are a problem!Electronics are a problem!
–– 1,200 kWh/ yr for TVs, etc.1,200 kWh/ yr for TVs, etc.
–– 100-200 W for standby100-200 W for standby

 TV PowerTV Power
–– Plasma TV (50Plasma TV (50””)              400 W)              400 W
–– Rear Projection TV (60Rear Projection TV (60””) 200 W) 200 W
–– Large CRT (34Large CRT (34””)              200 W)              200 W
–– LCD (32LCD (32””)                        100 W)                        100 W



Home Energy ConservationHome Energy Conservation

 Department of Energy: Energy EfficiencyDepartment of Energy: Energy Efficiency
and Renewable Energyand Renewable Energy

 Central resource for the following slides onCentral resource for the following slides on
home energy technologyhome energy technology

 We only select some topics of interestWe only select some topics of interest
 Other sourcesOther sources

–– California Consumer Energy CenterCalifornia Consumer Energy Center
–– California California ““Flex Your PowerFlex Your Power””



Heating and Cooling in the HomeHeating and Cooling in the Home

 Accounts for 45% of energy bill or $1,000Accounts for 45% of energy bill or $1,000
per yearper year

 Efficiency standards have been increasing.Efficiency standards have been increasing.
 Cool Roofs: white reflective roofs on aCool Roofs: white reflective roofs on a

summersummer’’s day lower roof temperature froms day lower roof temperature from
150-190150-190° F to 100-120° F.  Saves 20% on° F to 100-120° F.  Saves 20% on
air conditioning costs.air conditioning costs.





Setback ThermostatsSetback Thermostats

 Program to lower temperature setting atProgram to lower temperature setting at
night and if gone on weekdays.night and if gone on weekdays.

 Required in CaliforniaRequired in California
 Winter suggested:  55Winter suggested:  55° at night, 68° when at° at night, 68° when at

homehome
 Summer suggested:  85° when gone, 78°Summer suggested:  85° when gone, 78°

when at homewhen at home
 20 to 75% energy savings20 to 75% energy savings



Solar Water HeatingSolar Water Heating
 Water heating uses 14-25% of energy useWater heating uses 14-25% of energy use
 Solar water heating replaces the need for 2/3 of conventionalSolar water heating replaces the need for 2/3 of conventional

water heating.water heating.
 Virtually all homes in Greece and Israel (700,000) use solarVirtually all homes in Greece and Israel (700,000) use solar

water heating. Japan has over 4 million units.water heating. Japan has over 4 million units.
 The US has over a million systems, with most systems inThe US has over a million systems, with most systems in

Florida and California, and Hawaii has 80,000.Florida and California, and Hawaii has 80,000.
 Each saves 1.5 to 2.5 tons of CO2 a year.Each saves 1.5 to 2.5 tons of CO2 a year.
 Typical cost is $3,000 for 50 square feet.Typical cost is $3,000 for 50 square feet.
 DOE is trying to lower this to $1,000 to $1500.DOE is trying to lower this to $1,000 to $1500.
 Energy saved would be about 3,000 kWh per year perEnergy saved would be about 3,000 kWh per year per

householdhousehold
 DOE would like to have 3 million new units by 2030.DOE would like to have 3 million new units by 2030.
 Current payback is 10-13 years (solar lobby says 4-8 years),Current payback is 10-13 years (solar lobby says 4-8 years),

whereas for 50% market penetration, 5-6 years is needed.whereas for 50% market penetration, 5-6 years is needed.



Estimated savings for Estimated savings for a typical home a typical home fromfrom
replacing single panereplacing single pane  with ENERGY STARwith ENERGY STAR

qualified windows are significant in allqualified windows are significant in all
regions of the country, ranging from $125regions of the country, ranging from $125

to $340 a year.to $340 a year.



Conclusions on EnergyConclusions on Energy
ConservationConservation

 Energy conservation has saved the need for many powerEnergy conservation has saved the need for many power
plants and fuel imports.plants and fuel imports.

 It has also avoided CO2 and environmental pollution.It has also avoided CO2 and environmental pollution.
 Energy conservation research is only funded at $306Energy conservation research is only funded at $306

million this year at DOE, which is low considering themillion this year at DOE, which is low considering the
massive amounts of energy production that are beingmassive amounts of energy production that are being
saved by conservation.saved by conservation.

 Regulations on efficiency work, but voluntary efforts lag farRegulations on efficiency work, but voluntary efforts lag far
behind.behind.

 Much has been done, but much more can be doneMuch has been done, but much more can be done
 In this new era of global warming and high energy costsIn this new era of global warming and high energy costs

and energy shortages, the public must be informed andand energy shortages, the public must be informed and
politicians sought who are sensitive to these issues.politicians sought who are sensitive to these issues.



CONSIDERATIONS IN SELECTING ACONSIDERATIONS IN SELECTING A
TECHNOLOGYTECHNOLOGY

Does the technology?Does the technology?
 Perform the desired function in aPerform the desired function in a

satisfactory way? (Technically Feasible)satisfactory way? (Technically Feasible)
 Cost the same or less than technicallyCost the same or less than technically

feasible alternatives? (Economicallyfeasible alternatives? (Economically
Feasible)Feasible)

 Have no nasty consequences nor theHave no nasty consequences nor the
potential to create unpleasant surprises?potential to create unpleasant surprises?
(Environmentally Acceptable)(Environmentally Acceptable)



STAGES OF TECHNOLOGYSTAGES OF TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENTDEVELOPMENT

 Concept ideaConcept idea
 Concept demonstrationConcept demonstration
 Technical feasibility demonstrationTechnical feasibility demonstration
 Economic feasibility demonstration*Economic feasibility demonstration*
 Established technologyEstablished technology
 Widely applied technologyWidely applied technology

*Circumstantial*Circumstantial



GEOTHERMAL TECHNOLOGIESGEOTHERMAL TECHNOLOGIES
MILESTONESMILESTONES

    Years:                    5               10               20            Beyond    Years:                    5               10               20            Beyond
 ConceptConcept
       Idea Idea                     
 Concept Concept ……...Magma Source...Magma Source
        DemoDemo
 TechnicalTechnical
        FeasibilityFeasibility
 EconomicEconomic………………..Binary Cycles..Binary Cycles
        FeasibilityFeasibility
 EstablishedEstablished…….Steam Electric.Steam Electric
        TechnologiesTechnologies……Heat PumpHeat Pump



METHANE TECHNOLOGIESMETHANE TECHNOLOGIES
MILESTONESMILESTONES

        Years:                          5          10          20                BeyondYears:                          5          10          20                Beyond
 ConceptConcept  ……………………………………………………………………………………..Methane HydratesMethane Hydrates
         Idea Idea                       
 ConceptConcept……………………………………………………....Coal Bed MethaneCoal Bed Methane
          DemoDemo
 TechnicalTechnical………………………….HT Fuel Cell.HT Fuel Cell
          FeasibilityFeasibility
 EconomicEconomic
          FeasibilityFeasibility……………………BiogasBiogas
 EstablishedEstablished……..LNG..LNG
          TechnologiesTechnologies..Syndiesel..Syndiesel
                          ...Hydrogen                          ...Hydrogen



HYDROGEN TECHNOLOGIESHYDROGEN TECHNOLOGIES
MILESTONESMILESTONES

        Years:                       5                   10                 20                BeyondYears:                       5                   10                 20                Beyond
 Concept Concept …………………………………………………………………………………………………………BiohydrogenBiohydrogen
          IdeaIdea………………………………………………………………………………………………………………....PhotoelectrolysisPhotoelectrolysis
 ConceptConcept………………………………………………Solid StorageSolid Storage
          DemoDemo…………………………DistributionDistribution
 TechnicalTechnical............................... ............................... HTNuclearHTNuclear
          FeasibilityFeasibility
 EconomicEconomic  ………………………………………………..Electrolysis..Electrolysis
          FeasibilityFeasibility…………………………..H2Fuel Cell..H2Fuel Cell
 EstablishedEstablished……MethaneMethane
        TechnologyTechnology



PRINCIPAL DRIVERS OF OURPRINCIPAL DRIVERS OF OUR
ENERGY FUTUREENERGY FUTURE

 Global warmingGlobal warming
 Peak oilPeak oil
 National securityNational security
 Global increase in energy demandGlobal increase in energy demand
 Global scarcity of arable land and fresh waterGlobal scarcity of arable land and fresh water
 ConstraintsConstraints

–– EconomicsEconomics
–– Self-interestsSelf-interests



AN ULTIMATE  GOALAN ULTIMATE  GOAL
 Long termLong term——2050?:  Replace petroleum and natural gas2050?:  Replace petroleum and natural gas

with alternative energy sourceswith alternative energy sources
 But which energy sourcesBut which energy sources——coal, coal, renewablesrenewables, nuclear?, nuclear?
 Given only established technologies the answer dependsGiven only established technologies the answer depends

on the driver you emphasizeon the driver you emphasize
–– Peak oil:  coal/nuclear/Peak oil:  coal/nuclear/renewablesrenewables
–– National security: coal/National security: coal/renewablesrenewables
–– Global warming: Global warming: renewablesrenewables/nuclear/nuclear

 With new key technologies America can make use of its fullWith new key technologies America can make use of its full
resource endowment to replace oil and gasresource endowment to replace oil and gas



KEY TECHNOLOGY GOALSKEY TECHNOLOGY GOALS

 Coal:Coal:
–– Carbon dioxide capture and storageCarbon dioxide capture and storage
–– Liquid fuels productionLiquid fuels production
–– Improved environmental/safety impactsImproved environmental/safety impacts

 RenewablesRenewables::
–– BiofuelsBiofuels–– agricultural compatibility,  agricultural compatibility, sustainablitysustainablity
–– Wind/solarWind/solar–– compatible electric grid compatible electric grid

 Nuclear:Nuclear:
–– Fuel reprocessingFuel reprocessing
–– Waste minimization and disposalWaste minimization and disposal

 Then economic choice will determine the final mixThen economic choice will determine the final mix



GOALS OF TECHNOLOGY POLICYGOALS OF TECHNOLOGY POLICY

TOTO  ESTABLISH AS ECONOMICALLY FEASIBLEESTABLISH AS ECONOMICALLY FEASIBLE

 Highest priorityHighest priority
–– Nuclear fuel reprocessing and waste storageNuclear fuel reprocessing and waste storage
–– Carbon capture and storageCarbon capture and storage
–– Electric system managementElectric system management
–– Hybrid/electric vehiclesHybrid/electric vehicles
–– Energy storageEnergy storage
–– CellulosicCellulosic ethanol production ethanol production
–– Conservation technologiesConservation technologies

 ImportantImportant
–– Coal to liquid fuelsCoal to liquid fuels
–– High efficiency coal to electricityHigh efficiency coal to electricity
–– BiofuelsBiofuels beside ethanol beside ethanol

 SupportingSupporting
–– Hydrogen production & distributionHydrogen production & distribution
–– Hydrogen fuel cellsHydrogen fuel cells
–– Superconducting transmissionSuperconducting transmission





 NOW WE SWITCH FROM TECHNOLOGYNOW WE SWITCH FROM TECHNOLOGY
TO BEHAVIORTO BEHAVIOR



WHOSE ACTIONS AFFECTWHOSE ACTIONS AFFECT
CALIFORNIACALIFORNIA’’S ENERGY FUTURE?S ENERGY FUTURE?

 Individual California residentsIndividual California residents——UsUs
 BusinessesBusinesses
 Other institutionsOther institutions
 State and national governmentsState and national governments
 Other nationsOther nations



APPROPRIATE ACTIONS FOR ALLAPPROPRIATE ACTIONS FOR ALL

 Change practices to reduce energy usageChange practices to reduce energy usage
 Invest in purchasing and using appropriateInvest in purchasing and using appropriate

new technologiesnew technologies
 Invest in increasing the efficiency of currentInvest in increasing the efficiency of current

technologiestechnologies



ACTIONS FOR INDIVIDUALSACTIONS FOR INDIVIDUALS

 Change practices to reduce energy usageChange practices to reduce energy usage
 Invest in purchasing and using appropriateInvest in purchasing and using appropriate

new technologiesnew technologies
 Invest in increasing the efficiency of currentInvest in increasing the efficiency of current

technologiestechnologies
 Make appropriate political and economic choicesMake appropriate political and economic choices
 Show leadership by influencing othersShow leadership by influencing others
 Constraints on actionsConstraints on actions

–– EconomicsEconomics——what you can affordwhat you can afford
–– Self-interestSelf-interest——what you valuewhat you value



Dennis Top and EasyDennis Top and Easy
Energy Conserving TipsEnergy Conserving Tips



Air ConditioningAir Conditioning

 Set thermostat somewhat warm in theSet thermostat somewhat warm in the
summersummer

 Use outside shades or inside blinds to keepUse outside shades or inside blinds to keep
sunlight from coming in windows in thesunlight from coming in windows in the
summersummer

 Use a fan to bring in outside air in theUse a fan to bring in outside air in the
evenings instead of air conditioningevenings instead of air conditioning

 Isolate rooms not needed for airIsolate rooms not needed for air
conditioningconditioning



Fossil Fuels CountFossil Fuels Count

 Isolate rooms not needed for heatingIsolate rooms not needed for heating
 Use a warm comforter and turn down theUse a warm comforter and turn down the

heat at nightheat at night
 Never floor your car acceleratorNever floor your car accelerator
 Drive near the speed limitDrive near the speed limit
 Recycle - it saves ½ the energy cost ofRecycle - it saves ½ the energy cost of

initially making the objectsinitially making the objects
 Carpool to workCarpool to work



Electrons CostElectrons Cost

 Switch to compact fluorescent bulbs (market
penetration only 2%, 5% in CA)
Uses as little as 1/3 of incandescent bulb.

 Turn off lights and electronics if you have left the
room, and teach this to your kids

 Use local lighting for reading
 If your fridge is really old, replace it (those bought

before 1991 burn twice the power of new ones)
 Don’t buy a 400 watt plasma screen HDTV



Use the Econ ModesUse the Econ Modes

 Use Econ for air in your carUse Econ for air in your car
 Use Light Wash and turn off heated dryingUse Light Wash and turn off heated drying

in your dishwasherin your dishwasher
 Use cold water wash and rinse in theUse cold water wash and rinse in the

washing machinewashing machine



CarolynCarolyn’’s Lifestyle Surveys Lifestyle Survey
ResultsResults



ACTIONS FOR BUSINESSESACTIONS FOR BUSINESSES

 Change practices to reduce energy usageChange practices to reduce energy usage
 Invest in demonstrations of the feasibility of newInvest in demonstrations of the feasibility of new

technologiestechnologies
 Invest in purchasing and using appropriate newInvest in purchasing and using appropriate new

technologiestechnologies
 Invest in research to enhance efficiency and economics ofInvest in research to enhance efficiency and economics of

present technologiespresent technologies
 Invest to upgrade efficiency of present technologiesInvest to upgrade efficiency of present technologies
 Support appropriate political actionsSupport appropriate political actions
 Show leadership to influence individuals behaviorShow leadership to influence individuals behavior
 Constraints on actionsConstraints on actions

–– EconomicsEconomics——what is most profitablewhat is most profitable
–– Self-interestSelf-interest——what enhances competitive power andwhat enhances competitive power and

sustainabilitysustainability



ACTIONS FOR OTHERACTIONS FOR OTHER
INSTITUTIONSINSTITUTIONS

 Religious/fraternal:Religious/fraternal:
–– Influence members to actInfluence members to act
––  Respond to members requests for action Respond to members requests for action

 Public interest/educational: provide fact-basedPublic interest/educational: provide fact-based
education on energy alternativeseducation on energy alternatives

 UniversitiesUniversities
––  Educate the people who will  create new technologies Educate the people who will  create new technologies
–– Perform research and feasibility demonstrations toPerform research and feasibility demonstrations to

establish new energy technologiesestablish new energy technologies
 Financial: mobilize capital to finance investmentsFinancial: mobilize capital to finance investments

in new or upgraded technologiesin new or upgraded technologies



ACTIONS FOR STATE & NATIONALACTIONS FOR STATE & NATIONAL
GOVERNMENTSGOVERNMENTS

 Change practices to reduce energy usageChange practices to reduce energy usage
 Invest in purchasing and using appropriate new technologiesInvest in purchasing and using appropriate new technologies
 Invest in upgrading current technologiesInvest in upgrading current technologies
 Show political leadership to influence the perception of interests byShow political leadership to influence the perception of interests by

individuals and institutionsindividuals and institutions
 Invest in research to enable new technologiesInvest in research to enable new technologies
 Co-sponsor feasibility demonstrationsCo-sponsor feasibility demonstrations
 Invest to implement new technologies?Invest to implement new technologies?
 Invest in demonstrations of the feasibility of new technologiesInvest in demonstrations of the feasibility of new technologies
 Promote desired outcomes with incentives and penaltiesPromote desired outcomes with incentives and penalties
 Constraints on actionsConstraints on actions

–– EconomicsEconomics——what electorate will toleratewhat electorate will tolerate
–– Self-interestSelf-interest——what enhances political powerwhat enhances political power



ASPECTS OF ENERGY POLICYASPECTS OF ENERGY POLICY

 Technology policy: RD&DTechnology policy: RD&D
funding patternfunding pattern

 PublicPublic
awareness/informationawareness/information
policypolicy

 Regulation/enforcementRegulation/enforcement
policypolicy

 Tax/incentive policyTax/incentive policy
 Acquisition policyAcquisition policy



SOME EXAMPLESSOME EXAMPLES

 Electricity rate structureElectricity rate structure
 Gasoline/diesel taxes/subsidiesGasoline/diesel taxes/subsidies
 Railroad land grantsRailroad land grants
 Highway construction fundingHighway construction funding
 Solar energy subsidiesSolar energy subsidies
 Wind energy subsidiesWind energy subsidies
 Electric vehicle subsidiesElectric vehicle subsidies
 Car pool lane exemptionsCar pool lane exemptions





SOME OTHER OPTIONSSOME OTHER OPTIONS

 Mass transit funding/subsidiesMass transit funding/subsidies
 Carbon taxCarbon tax
 Substantial fuel taxSubstantial fuel tax
 BiofuelsBiofuels subsidy subsidy
 Vehicle age penaltyVehicle age penalty
 Residential space surchargeResidential space surcharge



SUGGESTED NATIONAL ENERGYSUGGESTED NATIONAL ENERGY
POLICY ULTIMATE GOALSPOLICY ULTIMATE GOALS

 Provide alternative energy systems that willProvide alternative energy systems that will
replace petroleum use by 2050 or soonerreplace petroleum use by 2050 or sooner

 Establish an economically optimal  mix of energyEstablish an economically optimal  mix of energy
sources based on Americasources based on America’’s  s  fullresourcefullresource
endowmentendowment

 Reduce carbon emissions to a world-agreed levelReduce carbon emissions to a world-agreed level
 Through a mix of conservation and efficiencyThrough a mix of conservation and efficiency

improvements reduce domestic energy use perimprovements reduce domestic energy use per
capita by 25%capita by 25%



 NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY INTERIM NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY INTERIM
GOALSGOALS

 Maintain net fuel costs to industry at or below worldMaintain net fuel costs to industry at or below world
petroleum prices to petroleum prices to maintain economic competitivenessmaintain economic competitiveness

 Provide established technologies in time to Provide established technologies in time to matchmatch
hydrocarbon price increases with economic alternativeshydrocarbon price increases with economic alternatives

 Establish a coherent system of incentives, penalties andEstablish a coherent system of incentives, penalties and
regulations to regulations to promote national energy conservationpromote national energy conservation

 Reduce greenhouse emissions ahead of global reductionsReduce greenhouse emissions ahead of global reductions
to to establish leadership in limiting global warmingestablish leadership in limiting global warming

 Export established technologies toExport established technologies to promote reduction of promote reduction of
global greenhouse gas emissionsglobal greenhouse gas emissions

 Provide nuclear fuel reprocessing/reactor technology toProvide nuclear fuel reprocessing/reactor technology to
other nations to other nations to limit opportunities for nuclear weaponslimit opportunities for nuclear weapons
proliferationproliferation

 Sustain technology developmentSustain technology development as world petroleum prices as world petroleum prices
rise and fallrise and fall



WHAT DO YOU THINK?WHAT DO YOU THINK?

 Are these the right goals?Are these the right goals?
 Are they realistic in view of the technologyAre they realistic in view of the technology

options we have?options we have?
 Do we have the political will to carry themDo we have the political will to carry them

out?out?
 Will the rest of the world follow ourWill the rest of the world follow our

leadership?leadership?



 ECONOMIC CHOICE ECONOMIC CHOICE

 Maximize the excess of the value of theMaximize the excess of the value of the
output produced  over its cost to produce output produced  over its cost to produce ——
““maximize efficiencymaximize efficiency””

 Issues that must be decidedIssues that must be decided
–– How will the value measured?How will the value measured?
–– How will the production cost  be measured?How will the production cost  be measured?
–– How will the excess value be allocated betweenHow will the excess value be allocated between

producer, distributor and consumer?producer, distributor and consumer?



 DETAILS OF ECONOMIC CHOICE DETAILS OF ECONOMIC CHOICE
An InvestorAn Investor’’s Perspectives Perspective

 Value:  determined by what the market will bear, subject toValue:  determined by what the market will bear, subject to
politically motivated market regulationpolitically motivated market regulation

 Cost componentsCost components
–– Cost of energy inputCost of energy input
–– Money required to build and operate a facilityMoney required to build and operate a facility
–– Cost to meet purchasersCost to meet purchasers’’ requirements requirements
–– Taxes/IncentivesTaxes/Incentives
–– Costs of meeting regulatory requirementsCosts of meeting regulatory requirements
–– Cost of money (Interest)Cost of money (Interest)

 Payback periodPayback period——risk of not getting money backrisk of not getting money back
 ExternalitiesExternalities

–– EnvironmentEnvironment
–– HealthHealth
–– Impacts of system failuresImpacts of system failures


